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SUBJECT: Using the Cell Setup Gauge
MODELS: RVV
TOOLS REQUIRED: Cell Setup Gauge
ESTIMATED TIME: <1 minute
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The RVV Cell Setup Gauge (part number 815581) is a flat piece of clear plastic used to determine the proper
spacing between the RVV outside cell wall and the products loaded in the cell.
NOTE: Remove all transport packaging before adjusting the cells.
1. Unlock the cell by sliding the cell locking mechanism all the way to the left. Lift the product cell straight up,
and pull it out about 6 to 8 inches (15 - 20 cm).
2. Loosen the wing nut on the bottom of the cell that secures the cell wall.
3. Push down on the strap locking mechanisms of the center support assembly. Push the cell wall outward to
accomodate product loading.
4. Load product into the cell so that it is flush with the cell’s center divider and behind the stop gate.
5. Adjust the cell wall, using the spacing gauge as follows:
· For hard-walled packages: The spacing gauge should slide easily between the product and the outside cell
wall, but with minimal space between them.
· For soft-walled packages: The spacing gauge should fit snuggly between the product and the outside cell
wall.
6. Once the cell is at the correct setting, release the strap locking mechanism.
7. Tighten the nut on the bottom of the cell to secure the cell wall in place.
8. Push the cell back into place, and lock the shelf.
Note: Non-carbonated packages may require readjustment of cell walls once the packages have become cold, due to
contraction.
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Place the cell setup gauge
between the product and
the outside cell wall to
determine correct spacing.

Wing nuts (under cell)
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